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1.1. Liquid crystals 

Liquid crystals (LCs) or mesophases are fascinating state of matter, 

existing in between the three-dimensionally ordered crystals and completely 

disordered isotropic liquid [1,2]. Several compounds formed by organic 

molecules do not exhibit a direct transition from solid to liquid; rather it passes 

through a single or series of fluid like phases in between, known as the liquid 

crystalline phases. The self assembly of the molecules in LC compounds 

provides both the orientational order as in liquids as well as the positional order 

as in crystalline solids which may be of one or two dimensional. The 

combination of both these ordering promote the LC material to reveal the 

properties of both the crystalline (i.e., anisotropy in optical, electrical and 

magnetic properties, periodic arrangement of molecules in one spatial direction 

etc.) and the liquid (i.e., fluidity, viscosity, inability to support shear) states [3]. 

The main criterion for organic molecules to exhibit mesomorphic behavior is 

shape-anisotropy [1,2]. LCs are made up of molecules in various shapes such 

as the rod-like, bent-shaped or disc-like etc. In addition to this, the presence of 

flexible terminal chain in such molecules produces some molecular disorder, 

which also decides the type and temperature stability of the mesophases. It is 

interesting to investigate their physical properties systematically for better 

understanding about the nature of the mesophases which requires different 

tools and techniques. Moreover, due to the presence of optical and dielectric 

anisotropy in LCs, along with many other applications they are widely used in 

display technology. Therefore, a complete understanding of different LC 

systems can be helpful in modifying and improving their applications in 

display technology [4,5]. 

An Austrian botanist Friedrich Reinitzer was the first to discover the 

liquid crystalline phase in 1888 while working on Cholesteryl benzoate 

(C6H5COOC27H45) [6]. During the heating cycle, he observed that Cholesteryl 

benzoate formed a cloudy fluid state in between 145.4 
o
C and 178.5 

o
C which 
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then completely turned into the isotropic liquid. Further confirmation was made 

by a German physicist Otto Lehmann [7] when investigating such type of 

material in polarizing optical microscope and he named it as “flüssige kristalle” 

(meaning liquid crystals) in 1890. Furthermore, in 1922, George Friedel [8,9], 

renamed “mesophase” to such a fascinating class of matter. Since then a 

number of different phases have been identified as liquid crystalline 

mesophases. In both theoretical and experimental research, with the focus of 

complete understanding and continuous development of these mesophases, lots 

of works have been devoted. Various researchers have been successful in 

accomplishing the structural modification by considering intermolecular 

interactions of the LC molecules which emphasized the liquid crystal material 

for the applications in liquid crystal display, optical switch, phase modulator, 

beam steering, holography, laser projection, temperature sensor etc. [10-19]. 

1.2. Classification of liquid crystals 

Based on the structural property of liquid crystal molecules, transition to 

different mesophases occurs mainly due to two distinct ways: one by purely 

thermal process and other under the influence of solvents. In the former 

process, the phase transitions among the intermediate phases occur by varying 

the temperature of the compound and are known as thermotropic liquid crystal. 

If the phase transition among the different mesophases are brought about by the 

change in concentration of solvent (influence of solvent) then such compounds 

are called as lyotropic liquid crystal. A brief introduction for both type of liquid 

crystals are discussed below. 

1.2.1. Lyotropic liquid crystals 

Lyotropic liquid crystals are associated with the amphiphilic molecules 

(surfactant), which comprises a polar head that is attracted towards water or 

polar substances (hydrophilic) and also non-polar flexible terminal tails 

(hydrophobic) [20-23]. In an anisotropic solution of such molecules with an 
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appropriate solvent, small aggregates are formed with a particular shape in 

which hydrophobic tails are protected by polar head and these small aggregates 

are called micelles. Generally, micelles are spherical in shape; they may be 

lamellar, cubic and hexagonal in structure. It has been observed that by 

increasing the surfactant concentration, molecular ordering also increases. Most 

general example of a lyotropic liquid crystal is soap solution, although it is 

most familiar in biological system like in certain proteins, lipid, cell membrane 

etc. [24]. 

1.2.2. Thermotropic liquid crystals 

In case of thermotropic liquid crystal, the transition between different 

mesophases is caused by varying the temperature externally. The organic 

molecules associated with these types of compounds have a specific 

architecture with a rigid core or aromatic ring in addition to flexible terminal 

chain linked with it. Depending upon such molecular structure, liquid crystal 

compounds are further classified as rod-like or calamitic liquid crystal, disc-

shaped or discotic liquid crystal, banana-like or bent-core liquid crystal as 

depicted in Fig. 1.1. Based on the position of bent angle, the bent-core liquid 

crystals are also of several types: hockey stick-shaped, T-shaped, star-shaped, 

pyramid-shaped etc. A limited description of the LC  compounds  composed  of 

     (a)                                (b)                                (c) 

Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram of three different types of thermotropic liquid 

crystals: (a) calamitic, (b) discotic, and (c) bent-core. 
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calamitic and bent-core molecules has been demonstrated in the following 

sections which are relevant to the thesis work. 

1.2.3. Calamitic liquid crystals 

In general, the term “calamitic” or “rod-like” simply defines the 

macroscopic view of the structural unit. More precisely it can be stated that the 

molecules are constructed by a rigid straight aromatic core of phenyl rings, 

attached with one or more terminal alkyl or alkoxy chains at its end. Depending 

upon the chain length and number of phenyl rings in central core unit, such 

liquid crystal compounds possess distinct mesophase behavior and unusual 

mesomorphic properties, which are described in details further. 

1.2.3.1. Nematic (N) phase 

Nematic phase is the simplest and least ordered phase with the highest 

symmetry among all the mesophases of thermotropic liquid crystal. In case of a 

nematic phase, there exists a high degree of long-range orientational ordering 

without any positional ordering of the molecules, i.e., the organic molecules are 

on the average preferred to align their long axis along a particular direction, 

though the molecular center of mass is arbitrarily oriented within a finite 

volume [25-27]. Hence, the compound posses a high degree of mobility as like 

as isotropic liquid. The preferred aligned direction is called the nematic director 

or simply director and symbolized as (See Fig. 1.2). The directional 

distribution is symmetric in case of nematic molecules due to the presence of 

molecular head-tail symmetry [3], i.e., there is an indistinguishable property 

between and - with respect to the molecule. The preferred direction of 

molecules usually varied from point to point in the medium, but a 

homogeneously aligned domain is optically uniaxial and strongly birefringent. 

However, the biaxial nematic phase also exist [28-34], in which a second 

director  is present and directed along molecular short axis, orthogonal to 

as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The biaxial nematic  phase  is often  found  in  case  of 
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(a)                                           (b)

Figure 1.2. General representation of molecular ordering in (a) uniaxial and (b) 

biaxial nematic phase. 

bent-core compounds. However, another type of nematic phase is also 

discovered, in which molecules are oriented in layers, called the cybotactic 

nematic phase [35-44]. Furthermore, due to the presence of polarity of the 

molecule, deformation of uniaxiality or biaxiality in nematic phase is also 

possible by the influence of the external field (electrical, magnetic or 

mechanical perturbation), which affects the optical and dielectric properties of 

the compound. This mechanism is most useful in display technological 

application. 

The long-range orientational order of the molecules in the uniaxial 

nematic phase is defined by a scalar order parameter S and expressed as: 

       (1.1) 

where, θ is the angle between the molecular long axis and the nematic director 

n, the bracket <….> indicates an ensemble average over all the molecules. 

However, the value of S is equal to 0 in case of isotropic liquid, as because of 

random orientation of the molecules. Moreover, well within the nematic phase 

or a perfectly order phase, θ is equal to 0, provides  = 1 and hence S = 
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1. On other hand, if the molecules are oriented randomly in a plane

perpendicular to the director, having the same director axis on the average, then 

θ is equal to π/2, and  = 0 which presented a value S = -1/2. Therefore, 

the theoretical prediction of this order parameter value varies from -1/2 to +1, 

whereas experimental value provides a range between 0.3 and 0.8 well within 

the nematic phase. 

In the planar geometrical arrangement of the nematic LC sample, a 

schlieren textures with curved four and two dark brushes and often thread like 

or marble texture are observed under polarizing optical microscope [45]. 

1.2.3.2. Smectic (Sm) phase 

In addition to orientational ordering, molecules have some degrees of 

positional ordering within the smectic phase which is generally appeared at 

lower temperature than nematic phase. This phase is more ordered than the 

nematic phase, i.e., the smectic phase is more “solid-like” than the usual 

nematic phase. In this phase, the centers of mass of the molecules are on the 

average arranged within equidistant layers with a well-defined interlayer 

separation. The molecular director in each layer is aligned either orthogonal or 

tilted relative to the layer normal. Moreover, due to lack of interlayer attraction, 

individual layers of smectic phase can slide over one another as like fluid phase 

even though with a viscosity much higher compared to that in the nematic 

phase. Although, smectic phases have one-dimensional long-range positional 

order as like one-dimensional crystal, some other smectic phases have three-

dimensional long-range Bond-Orientational Order (BOO), but without any 

long-range positional ordering as in case of hexatic phases. Depending on the 

orientation and ordering of molecules within the layer, smectic phases can be 

classified into different sub-phases which are designated in accordance with 

increasing order: Smectic A, Smectic B, Smectic C, Smectic E, Smectic G, 

Smectic H, Smectic I, Smectic F and so on. In the following section, brief 

introductions to some of those smectic phases have been presented. 
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a. Smectic A (Sm-A) phase

In case of smectic A (Sm-A) phase, molecules are aligned on average to 

a direction parallel to the layer normal ( ) with their centre of mass oriented 

arbitrarily as depicted in Fig. 1.3. Such a configuration can be described by 

considering a one-dimensional mass density wave along the layer normal. 

However, this one dimensional ordering is not truly long-range rather it can be 

said as quasi long-range. Furthermore, as this phase is optically uniaxial with 

respect to optic axis, the homeotropically aligned optical texture is appeared to 

be black where a fan-shaped or focal conic type textures are visible for planar 

aligned sample. On the basis of the relation between the molecular length and 

the layer spacing, the Sm-A phase can be subdivided into several distinct 

phases, namely Smectic A1, Smectic A2 and Smectic Ad. All have the same point 

group symmetry but differ by translational symmetry due to specific packing of 

the molecules within a layer. In smectic A1 the layer thickness is equal to the 

molecular length, whereas in smectic A2 phase, the layer thickness is equal to 

the twice of the molecular length and the smectic Ad phase has an intermediate 

Figure 1.3. Structural representation of molecular ordering in smectic A phase. 

The director  is parallel to the smectic layer normal . 
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layer structure in-between smectic A1 and smectic A2, i.e., the layer thickness 

(l) is intermediate between the single molecular length (d) and twice of that 

(2d) [46-49]. 

b. Smectic C (Sm-C) phase

 The molecular organization in the smectic C phase is quite similar to 

that of the smectic A phase, but the only difference is that the molecules are 

tilted by an angle θ (temperature dependent tilt angle) with respect to the layer 

normal ( ) as in Fig. 1.4. This tilt angle is more or less same for all molecules 

within a layer and also same for the adjacent layers. However, the smectic 

layers also have no positional correlation as like Sm-A phase, and hence exhibit 

fluid-like sliding features in one over another. In this case the molecules have 

the freedom to rotate about their tilt direction. Hence, due to the introduction of 

such tilt the rotational symmetry breaks about the layer normal [50,51]. Thus 

the  Sm-C  phase  exhibits  an  optical  biaxiality  as well as a  relatively  greater  

Figure 1.4. Structural representation of molecular ordering in layers for 

smectic C phase. The director  is tilted with respect to the smectic layer 

normal  by a certain angle. 
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viscosity than that of the Sm-A phase. Again, the Sm-C phase can also be 

subdivided into two distinct sub-phases, based on the relative tilt alignment of 

the molecules in adjacent layers – (a) the synclinic smectic C (Sm-Cs) phase, 

where the tilt direction is the same in adjacent smectic C layers and (b) the 

anticlinic smectic C (Sm-Ca) phase, where the tilt direction alternates in the 

adjacent smectic C layers. Moreover, the optical textures of the Sm-C phase 

can be visualized as fan-shaped and often as broken fan-shaped typed in planar 

alignment [45], while schlieren textures also visible in homeotropically aligned 

Sm-Cs and Sm-Ca phases [52]. 

c. Hexatic smectic (Sm-B, Sm-I, Sm-F) phases

Like other smectic phases discussed above, molecules are arranged in 

layers in hexatic phase, but the molecular centre of mass are arranged in a 

shape of hexagonal grid with long-range Bond-Orientational Order (BOO) of 

the hexagons. A short-range positional order of the molecules is also present in 

each smectic layer [53-56], whereas no positional correlation is present in 

between the adjacent layers [57]. Moreover, on the basis of molecular long axis 

direction, hexatic smectic phases are also classified into sub-phases- Sm-B, 

Sm-I, Sm-F etc. In Sm-B phase, the direction of molecular long axis is parallel 

to the smectic layer normal as in Fig. 1.5, which defines that Sm-B hex is  

Figure 1.5. Structural representation of molecular ordering in each layer for 

hexatic smectic B phase.  
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uniaxial in nature as like Sm-A phase, while in case of Sm-I and Sm-F phases 

(Fig. 1.6) the molecular long axis is tilted with respect to layer normal. In case 

of Sm-I phase, tilt direction is perpendicular to the sides of hexagon, while the 

molecular tilt direction is towards the corner of hexagon for Sm-F phase [58]. 

Figure 1.6. Structural representation of molecular ordering in each layer for 

smectic I and smectic F phases.  

d. Soft crystal (B, E, J, G, K, H) phases

In case of soft crystal B phase, associated molecules are aligned 

perpendicular to the layers and having long-range translational order in the 

same way as like as hexatic Sm-B phase. However, in this case in addition to 

long-range bond orientational order, a long-range positional order is also 

present in three dimensions [57]. Alongside in crystal E phase, molecules are 

also arranged perpendicular to the smectic layers, but they have a tendency to 

arrange themselves in a herringbone pattern with orthorhombic symmetry in 

each layer [59] as illustrated in Fig. 1.7. This phase has no fluidity and 

supposed to form a most ordered crystal. Furthermore, there are some tilted soft 

crystal phases, such as crystal J, G, K, H etc. Soft crystal J and G are the three-

dimensionally long-range ordered version of Sm-I and Sm-F phases 
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respectively [58,60,61]. The soft crystal H and K phases are tilted analogs of 

the crystal E phase. The molecules in the crystal H phase are tilted along the 

direction perpendicular to a side (towards a corner in case of crystal K phase) 

of the underlying hexagonal structure. In case of soft crystal B, J and G phases, 

the molecular rotation around the long axis is totally independent and they feel 

free to rotate, while in the crystal E, K and H phases the rotational hindrance is 

acting around the molecular long axes and such hindrance is so strong that only 

jumps between two favored positions are allowed [61,62]. All of the soft 

crystal phases exhibit mosaic type texture more or less similar to each other 

[45] under polarizing optical microscope. 

Figure 1.7. Molecular geometry of soft crystal E phase. 

1.2.3.3. Chiral phases 

a. Cholesteric or chiral nematic (N*) phase

Cholesteric or chiral nematic phase is more complex mesophase than 

usual nematic phase where the constitutent molecules have chiral property, i.e., 

the mirror symmetry is absent for the molecular structure. These chiral 

(optically active) molecules are similar to ordinary LC molecules, except one 
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or more chiral center which are generally introduced by substituting one or 

more carbon atoms asymmetrically as the linkage between aromatic core and 

associated terminal alkyl chain by four different ligands. The intermolecular 

interaction or force between the molecules precisely affected their effective 

orientations in such a way that they are separated by a very small angle with 

each other. Moreover, this orientation leads to the formation of a superstructure 

that can be visualized as a stack of two-dimensional very thin virtual layers 

without any positional ordering of the molecules within the layers. 

Additionally, the director axis of each layer rotated periodically about a 

perpendicular axis called helix axis [63]. Therefore, as a whole macroscopic 

helical superstructure is formed as like Fig. 1.8(a). In this molecular 

superstructure, the perpendicular distance for which the layer director rotates a 

full turn in helical axis is called pitch length (P). During cooling or heating, 

several types of cholesteric textures are observed in planar aligned sample (see 

   (a) 

Figure 1.8. (a) Molecular representation of cholesteric or chiral nematic phase, 

(b-c) Optical textures appeared in cholesteric phase at two different 

temperatures. 

(b) 

(c) 
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Fig. 1.8(b-c)) as because the pitch length of helical rotation is temperature 

dependent. Hence, the cholesteric phase is nearly identical to usual nematic 

phase but having finite pitch length. Moreover, the advantages of this helical 

superstructure are - high optical rotatory power, reflection of lights (Bragg 

reflection) for wavelength equal to pitch length of the sample [64,65] etc. 

which are desirable for some electro-optic applications. 

b. Chiral Smectic A (Sm-A*) phase

Chiral smectic A (Sm-A*) phase is the chiral analogue of Sm-A phase, 

where the molecules are aligned orthogonally in layers and at the same time 

they also rotates in a liquid-like fashion around their long axis [66-68]. 

However, the symmetry of this phase is further reduced than that of the Sm-A 

phase. Due to the absence of symmetrical correlation among the molecules in 

the smectic layer, the net transverse polarization vanishes, i.e., the Sm-A* 

phase exhibits paraelectric behavior. Hence, in spite of being made up by chiral 

molecules, the Sm-A* is apolar in nature. Furthermore, by applying external 

electric field, molecular tilt angle and hence an effective polarization can be 

induced with respect to smectic layer normal, which is an interesting feature in 

technological applications. 

c. Chiral Smectic-C (Sm-C*) phase

Similar to the Sm-A* phase, Sm-C* phase is chiral analogue of the Sm-

C phase, without any mirror symmetry. As the molecules are tilted in-layer, a 

precession of molecular tilt direction around the layer normal is present in a 

macroscopic helical form [69,70]. However, due to existence of molecular tilt 

in smectic layers, only the two-fold rotational symmetry along C2 axis is active 

in this phase and hence a non-zero polarization or ferroelectricity can be 

visualized in each layer directed perpendicular to the tilt plane of the Sm-C* 

phase [71]. However, as the azimuthal tilt direction is rotating by small amount 

from layer to layer around the helix axis, the overall polarization cancels out 
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for a complete rotational cycle of tilt director (See Fig. 1.9(a)). Hence, this 

phase can be named as “helielectric”, rather than “ferroelectric” [72]. 

Although, a non-zero finite macroscopic polarization can be induced in a 

specific geometries if the helix of Sm-C* phase unwinds by applying an 

external electric field or via elastic interactions with surface [73-76]. 

Figure 1.9. (a) Helical superstructure of the chiral smectic C (Sm-C*) phase 

with the helix axis parallel to the smectic layer normal , (b) Orientation of a 

single molecule in each layer. The polarization vector is always 

perpendicular to the director  and the tilt plane. 

In contrast to this, an anti-ferroelectric chiral smectic C phase (Sm-CA*) 

has also been discovered, where the molecular orientations are same as like as 

Sm-C* phase but the direction of tilt alternates in adjacent layers and hence, the 

direction of polarization also alternates from one layer to the next, canceling 

out the total polarization [77-80]. The polarization can be aligned uniformly 

between the layers on applying a strong external field. However, the tri-state 

switching characteristic of anti-ferroelectric Sm-C* phase is potentially 

effective to achieve easy grayscale switching in display devices. Also the wide 

(a) 

(b) 
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viewing angle with a relatively large contrast ratio, inherent DC compensation 

and fast response time make anti-ferroelectric liquid crystals superior to 

ferroelectric liquid crystals. Nowadays high tilted or orthoconic anti-

ferroelectric liquid crystals are used to remove its initial linear response and 

high-quality alignment problems [77-80]. 

1.2.3.4. Liquid crystalline frustrated phases 

Chirality is the self-assemble property of chiral molecules. However, in 

this case, the molecular symmetry significantly reduced than achiral molecules. 

Again due to existence of temperature variant tilt angle and the pitch length, it 

drastically modifies the mesomorphic behavior of the sample. Sometimes it is 

not so compatible for the chiral molecules to hold both layer structure and 

twisted helical orientation simultaneously due to molecular constraints. Such 

type of disturbance leads to the formation of some defected and quite complex 

type of frustrated phases [81,82]. Blue phase (BP) and twist grain boundary 

(TGB) phases are the examples of such superstructure frustrated phases, which 

are briefly described in the following sections. 

a. Blue phases

A thermodynamically distinct mesophase, called blue phase (BP) 

generally appeared in between isotropic phase and the cholesteric (N*) phase 

for a narrow temperature scale in some highly chiral LC compounds. This type 

of frustrated phases can be regarded as self-assembled three-dimensional 

counterparts of the cholesteric phase, exhibiting cubic lattices (lattice period of 

several hundred nanometer) without any long-range positional order [81]. The 

blue phase is a cubic phase with regular lattice defect, i.e., it consist of two 

double twist cylinders (Fig. 1.10(a)), arranged in two mutually perpendicular 

directions to form a continuous director field and a third double twist cylinder 

is placed mutually perpendicular with them to create a defect. Blue phases are 

the optically isotropic LC material which exhibit optical activity with a small 
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  (a)          (b)         (c) 

Figure 1.10. (a) Molecular representation in a double twist cylinder. Relative 

orientation of the double twist cylinders in case of the (b) BPII* and (c) BPI* 

phase. 

value of birefringence. However, the naming of these phases as blue is due to 

their Bragg reflections in the blue wavelengths. Furthermore, blue phases have 

three distinct sub-phases – BPIII*, BPII* and BPI* that emerges in order of 

decreasing temperature from isotropic phase [83]. BPIII* (observed at highest 

temperature and appears foggy) is amorphous in nature and it has a local cubic 

lattice structure defect in the director field. Besides in BPII* phase has a unit 

cell (simple cubic) of lattice defects and in BPI* phase has a three-dimensional 

periodic structure in the director field with body-centered cubic symmetry 

which are shown in Figure 1.10(b-c). Due to presence of several advantageous 

property such as very fast switching times, non-zero elastic shear modulus etc., 

blue phases are potentially attractive for LCD devices and photonic 

applications. 

b. Twist grain boundary (TGB) phases

Another distinct and special type of frustrated mesophase, named Twist 

Grain Boundary (TGB) phase appears in between chiral nematic (N*) and 

higher ordered smectic phases [84,85] at relatively lower temperature than the 

blue phase. In general the molecules in cholesteric phase possess a helical 

structure around the helix axis and on the other side in smectic phases, the 
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molecules have a tendency to align themselves in layer structure. Therefore, a 

direct transition from cholesteric phase to smectic phase is not always 

favorable to the orientation of molecules. Hence such incompatibility to hold 

both rigid structural features at a same time is responsible for this type of 

frustrated phase. In those defected superstructures, some locally ordered 

defected or smectic slabs are formed which are again separated by the grain 

boundaries which in turn consists of a lattice with screw dislocations [84,85]. 

However, the successive layers are relatively twisted by a constant small angle 

to give a helical structure with the helix axis orthogonal to the layer normal 

direction. This phase is equivalent to the Abrikosov flux lattice phase of a type-

II superconductor in an external magnetic field [84,86,87]. Moreover, the TGB 

phases can be classified further into distinct sub-phases- TGBA, TGBC and 

Figure 1.11.  A structural representation of the molecular superstructure with 

screw dislocations for (a) TGBA and (b) TGBC* phases. 

(a) 

(b) 
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TGBC* phases, based on the layer structure within the slabs of TGB phase. If 

the molecules are aligned orthogonally with the layer plane, as like as Sm-A 

phase, modified phase is called TGBA phase (See Fig. 1.11(a)), whereas in 

case of TGBC phase, molecules are tilted within building blocks, as like as Sm-

C phase [86-88]. Furthermore, if the smectic blocks are formed as helical Sm-

C* type, the obtained phase is designated as TGBC* phase as illustrated in Fig. 

1.11(b). TGBA phases are generally appears before the TGBC phase as being 

cooled from isotropic phase and also the pitch length is greater in TGBC phase. 

The planar oriented optical texture of TGBA phase exhibits a Grandjean type 

appearance with a temperature dependent pitch length, whereas the 

homeotropically aligned sample represents a fingerprint texture (equidistant 

line pattern) and often filament type textures, which is of the order of 

magnitude of the pitch length  [45,89]. Besides in TGBC* phase, square grid 

type optical textures were observed which are described further in Chapter 7. 

1.2.4. Bent-core liquid crystals 

Apart from calamitic liquid crystals with rod-like molecular shape, 

various fascinating mesogenic properties have also been revealed in the 

compounds having other molecular geometries. Among them, the banana-

shaped or bent-core molecules unveil a new branch in the field of thermotropic 

liquid crystal as they exhibit several striking properties in different mesophases 

due to the modification in the core unit. Earlier the bent-core molecules were 

thought of as inadequate molecules to form liquid crystal mesophases because 

they excluded a large volume under rotation about their long molecular axis, 

leading to a destabilization of the liquid crystalline phase [90]. In 1929, D. 

Vorländer and his group synthesized several bent-core LC compounds [91,92] 

and reported that they are not as stable as the calamitic molecules in 

temperature range. Furthermore, in 1991, Matsunaga et al. synthesized few 

series of the bent-core liquid crystals [93-96] and reported that the nonlinear 

molecular structure of the bent-core molecules is not necessarily incompatible 
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for the formation of LC mesophases. Again in 1996, Niori et al. first 

discovered the polar switching behavior in achiral bent-core compounds in one 

of the smectic phases [97]. More surprisingly, Link et al. [98] discovered the 

chirality in layers in bent-core mesogens composed of achiral molecules [99]. 

Sekine et al. also discovered the spontaneous chiral character in non-tilted 

mesophase [100,101]. Hence, the occurrence of unpredictable exciting 

mesomorphic behavior of different unique mesophases in the bent-core 

compounds brought them at the focus of scientific attention, unveiling a 

fascinating new domain in the branch of thermotropic liquid crystals. 

The structure of bent-core molecules can be described in general as a 

central bent-unit of aromatic rings comprising one or more alkyl or alkoxy 

terminal chains attached at both ends of the molecules. Bent-core molecules are 

also symmetric or asymmetric depending on the position of bending and 

terminal polar or non-polar chain length determining the basic mesogenic 

behavior of these compounds. Fig. 1.12(a-b) illustrates symmetrical and 

asymmetrical bent-core molecules. Due to the existence of kink shape in the 

molecular structure, each molecule has two distinct axis around which it can 

rotate, i.e., the bent-core molecules have two different directors – (i) along the 

molecular long axis, as like as calamitic molecules ( ), and (ii) along the 

molecular short axis or the bow axis ( ). However, the bent-core molecules 

self-organize themselves in a number of exclusive ways due to their non-linear 

molecular conformation as well as the steric interaction between the molecular 

associations. They experience a periodic potential while translating through the 

neighboring molecules, causing a translational symmetry breaking of the 

molecules along the long axis. At the same time there also exists a rotational 

hindrance about the director  to reduce the excluded volume effect. 

Consequently, the molecules organize themselves in a close packed smectic 

like layer structure with a common direction of molecular bow axis ( ). 

Moreover, as the molecules comprised of two segments at a certain angle to 
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Figure 1.12. Molecular structures of (a) a symmetrical and (b) an asymmetrical 

bent-core compound. 

each other and due to existance of polar linking groups, it produces a 

permanent dipole moment along the molecular transverse axis. The mutual 

correlations of those molecular dipoles packed in smectic-like layer structure 

reveals a small polar domain within the layer which can be switched by 

applying the external field. Hence, a macroscopic ferroelectric phase builds up 

within the system when the polarizations of adjacent layers are parallel [97] to 

each other and the anti-ferroelectric phase developed when they are aligned in 

anti-parallel way [102]. Furthermore, a combination of molecular tilt and polar 

vector produces the layer chirality effect, although the molecules are not 

optically active [90,98,99,103-105]. Thus the bent-core LC compounds 

represent a number of unusual modified smectic phases with ferroelectric, anti-

ferroelectric nature as well as chirality in some mesophases. 

Depending upon the mutual orientation of the molecules and 

associated mesophase behavior, the bent-core or banana-shaped compounds 

(a) 

(b) 
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can exhibit a group of columnar and smectic phases, named as B phases – the 

series B1 to B8 [90,99,106]. These types of phases have different mesomorphic 

characteristics than phases formed by usual calamitic mesogens. Moreover, the 

conventional mesophases such as Sm-A, Sm-C phases as well as nematic 

phases also been observed in some bent-core compounds, provided the bend 

angle is not too acute and the molecular length is sufficient to overcome the 

destructive nature of the bent-shape structure [32-34,38,107-116]. Conversely, 

some exotic mesophases with diverse molecular ordering like as dark 

conglomerate phase [117], polar Sm-A [118,119] and polar Sm-C phases with 

synclinic or anticlinic tilt ordering (Sm-Cs or Sm-Ca) along with ferroelectric or 

anti-ferroelectric polar ordering (Sm-CPF or Sm-CPA) and also biaxial nematic 

[34,97,98,120,121] phases has also been observed in several bent-core 

compounds. In the following section different mesophases formed by banana-

shaped or bent-core compounds has been discussed. 

1.2.4.1. Smectic phases of bent-core liquid crystals 

a. B1 phase

The B1 phase is assigned to a columnar mesophase and it consist of two-

dimensional lattice structure with rectangular form [122] which are generally 

observed in the bent-core compounds having short terminal alkyl chains. 

According to Watanabe et al. the B1 phase is made up of columns formed by 

small fragments in layer structure [122]. However, the associated molecules in 

such fragments are oriented in parallel to each other to give rise a particular 

polarization direction in each layer, while the direction of polarization in 

adjacent layers are anti-parallel to each other [122] as shown in Fig. 1.13. 

However, the direction of polarization is orthogonal to the columnar axis. 

Hence, due to anti-parallel alignment of polarization vector in adjacent layers, 

the effective polarization in this phase vanishes. Again due to the mutual 

interactions between columnar boundaries, produces a steric hindrance for the 

rotational motion of the molecules which further restricts the field-induced  
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Figure 1.13. Schematic illustration of molecular geometry in B1 mesophase. a 

and b give the measure of periodicities in the two perpendicular directions.   

polarization. The wide-angle scattering of X-ray diffraction pattern 

demonstrates this B1 phase as liquid-like in plane ordered phase, while the 

small angle pattern indicates an intercalation in the structure, i.e., it reveals a 

two-dimensional frustrated layer structure [90,99]. In contrast to response of 

external field, the B1 phase can be further classified into two distinct classes –

B1rev and B1revtilt. In B1rev phase, the polarization direction is parallel to columnar 

axis whereas B1revtilt phase is the tilted analogous of the B1rev phase and both are 

switchable in response to applied field [123-125]. 

b. B2 phase

The B2 phase is the most common and widely popular mesophase 

among all the banana phases which are generally observed in some bent-core 

compounds with long terminal alkyl chain. In 1997, Link et al. represented that 

the molecular long axis in this mesophase is tilted with respect to layer normal 

in each layer which leads to a C2v structural symmetry and the effective 

direction of polarization is orthogonal to the tilt direction [98]. The closed 

packed structure of parallel aligned molecules in each layer produces the layer 

polarization and it alternates the direction from one layer to adjacent another.  
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 (a)   (b) 

Figure 1.14. Representations of molecular geometry in (a) three mutually 

orthogonal planes and (b) four fundamental variants of Sm-CP phase in the B2 

phase. 

Therefore, the complete mesophase structure can be considered to be consisting 

of three distinct mutually orthogonal planes, a tilt plane, a polar plane and a 

layer plane in each layer, as shown in Fig. 1.14(a). The mirror image of such 

mutual orthogonal planes does not superimpose with the original one. Thus the 

layer chirality produces in this mesophase, although the individual banana 

molecules are achiral in nature. However, the associated mesophase can be 

designated as Sm-CP phase (P symbolizes as polar order). Furthermore 

depending upon the molecular tilt direction and the effective polarization 

direction in adjacent layers, this phase is also further classified into– Sm-CSPA, 

Sm-CAPA, Sm-CSPF, and Sm-CAPF phases [34-36,98] as illustrated in Fig. 

1.14(b), where Sm-CS and Sm-CA represent the layer structure as in Sm-C type 

with synclinic and anticlinic arrangement of tilt direction in adjacent layers 

respectively. Conversely, PF and PA correspond to ferroelectric and anti-

ferroelectric type of polarization in the adjacent layers respectively. 

Furthermore, on application of external electric field, a switching process by a 

collective rotation of the molecules around a cone from antiferroelectric to 

ferroelectric state is usually observed in such Sm-CP phases. At the time of 
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switching, the polar direction as well as the tilt direction gets reverses, but they 

preserve the layer chirality. Thus the anti-ferroelectric ground state of Sm-CP 

or B2 phases of banana-shaped molecules switches to ferroelectric state by 

applying external electric field. 

In general different types of optical textures are observed in this phase, 

among them the schlieren and the focal-conic textures and quite often 

fingerprint texture are also observed. Sometimes chiral domains of opposite 

handedness are also recognized during slow cooling from the isotropic phase. 

c. B3 phase

During cooling from isotropic phase, another type of banana phase 

named as B3 phase generally appears in between B2 and B4 phases, where B2 

phase is the higher temperature mesophase [99]. However, in a fast cooling 

process from B2 to B3 phase, the appearance of the optical textures is found to 

identical as that of B2 phase, while a broken fan-shaped texture appears on slow 

cooling. An inspection of X-ray diffraction pattern for this phase in non-

oriented sample representing several diffraction peaks at wide angle as well as 

in small angle region which indicates a crystal-like ordered structure 

[101,126,127], whereas the 2-D X-ray diffraction pattern in planar oriented 

sample reveals that the layer thickness is smaller than the molecular length of 

all trans-conformation. Therefore, it has been predicted that the molecules are 

tilted within the layer [98,101,126] to accomplish such condition. Further study 

from the dielectric [128] and terahertz spectroscopy [129] in B3 phase also 

suggest the same molecular dynamics as in B2 phase, which indicates a higher-

ordered smectic-like nature of this mesophase.  

d. B4 phase

During cooling from the higher temperature B3 or B2 phase, a dark 

bluish type optical texture of another banana phase named as B4 phase appears 

in crossed polarizing microscope and hence this mesophase is designated as 
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smectic blue phase [101,126,130]. However, by rotating one of the polarizer in 

any direction, optical texture exhibits some tiny domains with different 

brightness and again they interchanges their brightness by rotating the polarizer 

further in clockwise or anticlockwise directions [131]. Such an appearance is 

identical to chiral phases which clearly suggesting the B4 phase as a chiral 

mesophase. Moreover, the XRD patterns in wide angle and small angle region 

in B4 phase implying the layer spacing comparable to length of the molecule, 

which is an indication of non-tilted smectic ordering of the molecules and 

packed as a crystalline phase. However, the low-frequency dielectric study 

reveals this mesophase as non-crystalline in nature. Although the FFTEM study 

demonstrates that this phase is fabricated by chiral nano-bundles associated 

with twisted layers of molecules [117], it does not possess any switchable 

property. Furthermore, in the absence of any external electric field, the simple 

harmonic generation (SHG) signal was observed in this mesophase, which 

indicates a spontaneous non-centrosymmetric ordering [132,133]. 

e. B5 phase

The B5 phase is rare among all the banana phases and it appears in few 

compounds just below the B2 phase with a small change in transition enthalpy 

[98,99,134]. Both the B2 and B5 phases appeared to be identical in textural 

appearance and also in the electro-optical response. However, the XRD pattern  

          (a)             (b) 

Figure 1.15. Schematic representation of the in-plane molecular packing in the 

B5 phase. Vectors a and b suggests the presence of in-plane order. 
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is quite different than B2 phases because additional reflection has been 

observed in wide angle region and perpendicular to the small-angle layer-

reflection. This is due to the presence of in-plane positional ordering of the 

molecules within the smectic layers (Fig. 1.15), which again has been described 

by considering the existence of a 2D rectangular lattice within the layers 

[99,105,134]. 

f. B6 phase

 The B6 phase is generally observed in some bent-core compounds 

having short alkyl chain. Although a typical fan-shaped optical texture similar 

to that of Sm-A phase formed by calamitic molecules is visible in the B6 phase 

for a homogenous aligned sample [111], it is difficult to obtain a 

homeotropically aligned texture. From the lamellar reflection of XRD pattern 

in small angle region reveals that a periodicity of the molecules is present in 

this phase which is less than half of the molecular length, i.e., an intercalated 

smectic structure of the molecules [99,135] observed in this phase. However, 

the wide-angle reflection represents four broad diffuse peaks, specifying a 

liquid-like in-plane ordering of the molecules. The inclination between the 

neighboring diffuse peaks corresponds to a molecular tilt organization in this 

Figure 1.16. Schematic illustration of molecular ordering in the B6 phase. 
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phase [99,135] and the tilt angle varies from 20
o
 to 30

o
 in each layer [99]. 

Furthermore, by increasing the chain length, the B6 phase transform to B1 and 

B2 phases as observed in some homologous compounds [111,135,136]. The 

intercalated structure of B6 phase is shown in Fig. 1.16. 

g. B7 phase

B7 phase is the most unique mesophase among all the banana phases due 

to revelation of a number of distinct textural appearances much disparity than 

other phases. On cooling from isotropic phase the optical textures appear a 

number of unique pattern like – helical smectic filament, twisted helical 

filaments with single, double or triple coils, myelin-like, accordion-like, 

checkerboard-like, lancet-like or thread-like germs, banana-leaf-like, and 

circular domain textures etc. [99,106,137-141]. However, the spirals of smectic 

filaments are the most interesting texture among them and it has been assumed 

that such helical textures are the indication of chirality [137] for B7 phase. 

However, as a result of applying electric field on B7 phase, a ferroelectric-like 

switching is observed, which again transform to tristable switching state on 

lowering the temperature [142]. Investigation of X-ray diffraction pattern for 

B7 phase illustrates several sharp reflections in the small angle region as well as 

liquid-like diffuse broad scattering at wide-angle region [139,142,143]. 

Therefore, this phase supposed to be considered as two dimensional ordered 

modulated layer structures caused by the polarization splay modulation in the 

ferroelectric state [144] and this 2D structure is quite different from those 

found in B1 phases. 

h. B8 phase

In 2001, Bedel et al. observed another banana phase named as B8 phase. 

He reported that a few bent-core compounds having n-alkyl carboxylate groups 

as a terminal chain exhibit a fan-shaped texture, in which the extinction 

direction is parallel to the layer normal. However, the X-ray diffraction study 
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proclaimed a bi-layer structure of the molecules in B8 phase [106]. 

Additionally, by applying external electric field in this phase, it possesses an 

anti-ferroelectric switching. Since limited information has been reported on B8

phase so far, further investigations are required to understand the actual 

molecular structure and associated mesophase behavior. 

1.2.4.2. Nematic phases of bent-core liquid crystals 

Due to the presence of bend angle in the molecular structure of bent-

core molecules (absence of rotational symmetry around long axis), they try to 

form a layer structure to fill the available space in order to minimize the 

excluded volume in liquid crystal material. Therefore, it is easy for the 

molecules to form tilted or non-tilted layered structure of smectic mesophases, 

while such molecular structure is quite incompatible to form the nematic phase. 

Therefore, the nematic mesophase is quite rare than smectics for such bent-core 

molecules as they distorted the translational symmetry which resists to form N 

phase. Hence, to overcome this problem for the appearance of nematic phase, 

certain specific structural modification has been introduced to bent-core 

molecules. Subsequently, a number of distinct bent-core molecules have been 

synthesized to manifest the nematic phase by some particular techniques, such 

as by the extending aromatic core with shorter terminal chains as in different 

bent oligophenyleneethinylenes [145,146], m-terphenyls [111], and 

naphthalene derivatives [112-115]. Another technique is to reduce the 

molecular bend-angle as obtained in 5-membered heterocycles, like 

oxadiazoles [32-34,38,107] or some di-mesogens composed of rod-like and 

bent-units [147-149]. Due to the presence of such kink in the molecular 

structure and hence an inter-molecular lateral correlation, the bent-core 

molecules has an affinity to form certain small clusters within nematic phase 

even also in the isotropic phase [43]. Such domains are called “cybotactic 

cluster” and the molecules are arranged in smectic like layer within such short-

range domains [37-44] as indicated in Fig. 1.17. Moreover, the cybotactic  
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Figure 1.17. Sketch of the molecular arrangement in bent-core nematic liquid 

crystals comprising smectic-like cybotactic clusters. 

clusters shows a microscopic polar order, effect of which makes the bent-core 

nematic phase an exclusive phase quite different from usual calamitic nematics. 

As the bent-core molecules in general are biaxial in nature, cybotactic clusters 

also exhibit biaxiality, although on the average the entire nematic phase is 

uniaxial in nature. Therefore, the existence of such unique features of 

cybotactic clusters in nematic phase, the bent-core nematic reveals a number of 

intriguing mesomorphic properties such as great flexo-electricity [150,151], 

extraordinary electro-convection patterns [152-154], a considerable Kerr effect 

[155], unique rheological properties [156.157] etc., which are absent in usual 

nematic phases formed by rod-like molecules. Moreover, in recent times, 

attention has grown up to understand some unusual characteristics like field 

induced biaxiality in nematic phase [158], twist-bend nematic phase [159,160], 

and ferroelectric switching in nematic phase [161] for bent-core liquid crystals 

to employ them in technological applications. 
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1.2.5. Hockey stick-shaped liquid crystals 

The hockey stick-shaped LC compound is the unique variant of bent-

core liquid crystal, in which the molecules are asymmetric in contrast to the 

position of structural bend-angle in aromatic core. Fig. 1.18, represents a 

hockey stick- shaped compound in which the bend-angle has been introduced 

by attaching an alkyl or alkyloxy chain at the meta-position of a terminal 

phenyl ring [162-169]. These types of mesogens are intermediate in shape 

between usual calamitic and the bent-core liquid crystals, and also exhibit some 

Figure 1.18. Structural representation of a hockey stick-shaped compound H-

22.5 [details in Chapter 5]. 

unusual mesophases with greater temperature stability. Moreover, based on the 

terminal chain length, orientation of the linking groups and number of aromatic 

rings present in such asymmetrical bent-shaped molecules, they exhibit a 

number of exotic mesophases displaying both calamitic and bent-core like 

properties [170]. Recent discovery on some hockey stick-shaped liquid crystal 

reveals two polymorphic tilted smectic phases – the synclinic smectic C (Sm-

Cs) as well as the anticlinic smectic C (Sm-Ca) phases [163,171]. Furthermore, 

some other characteristics such as the dark conglomerate phases [172], the co-

occurrence of two different molecular tilts at the N–Sm-C transition [173], a 

transition having layer thinning [174] etc. also been discovered in hockey stick-

shaped compound which bring them as a potential candidate for designing the 

future noble materials. 
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1.3. Liquid crystal mixtures 

Although different liquid crystal compounds have its inherent unique 

mesophase characteristics, all the desired properties for practical applications 

cannot be fulfilled by a single mesogenic compound. Hence, by choosing the 

appropriate pure compounds, mixtures are prepared in certain specific 

concentrations to acquire the desired material for application purpose. As a 

result of mixing the individual LC components in particular proportion, the 

effective clearing temperature can be lowered as well as the thermal mesophase 

stability can be achieved higher than the pure compounds. At the same time 

different physical properties like dielectric permittivity and anisotropy, optical 

birefringence, elastic constant, rotational viscosity, threshold voltage etc. can 

be tuned so far [175-179]. Moreover, a proper understanding can be acquired 

about the mutual interactions of the constituent molecules having similar or 

dissimilar conformers such as calamitic-calamitic, calamitic-discotic, calamitic 

and bent-core along with some nano-doped systems with LC compounds [180-

183]. The transitional phenomena at several mesophase transitions and 

associated critical behavior can be investigated more rigorously by the mixtures 

of LC compounds [184-188]. However, always it is not possible to interpolate 

the physical properties of the mesophases in mixtures by an assumption for that 

of the pure compounds. In certain cases several new mesophases developed in 

mixtures called “induced mesophase”, even they are not present in pure 

compounds [189,190]. Furthermore, some less ordered mesophases also re-

appears in the mesomorphic range at lower temperature region, called the “re-

entrant mesophase” [191-194]. In order to improve the mesophase behavior 

and to study associated physical properties, in some cases the multi-component 

mixtures also been developed rather than binary mixtures [195-196]. Such 

mixtures are of great interest not only for application purpose but they also 

extract some important characteristics regarding phase transition behavior and  

molecular interaction in such soft condensed matter systems. 
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1.4. Phase transitions 

Transition between different LC mesophases occurs due to the external 

influence of temperature, pressure, concentration, electric or magnetic field etc. 

Actually the phase transition is a transformation of a thermodynamic function 

from one mesophase to another. Typically this thermodynamic function is the 

free energy and this free energy does not change smoothly at the phase 

transition point, i.e., a non-analytic property (critical phenomena) of the system 

which is present at that point (critical point). In order to understand the actual 

phenomena at this phase transition point, it is necessary to consider a physical 

quantity that distinguishes both the phases before and after the transition. Such 

an observable physical quantity is the order parameter which represents how 

the microscopic constituents organize the macroscopic mesophases that are 

ordered. Choosing of such order parameter varies from system to system like as 

the magnetization (M) for ferromagnet to para-magnetic transition, density 

difference (ρ) for liquid to gas transition, shear modulus (G) for liquid to solid 

transition, pair wave function (ψS) for superconductor to metal transition, the 

electrical polarization (P) for a ferroelectric system etc. However, in liquid 

crystal system this order parameter is the degree of molecular ordering [1] 

which is associated with spontaneous symmetry breaking. The value of it is 

found to be identically zero in case of completely disordered state or more 

symmetric mesophases and found to be some non-zero value for relatively 

more ordered or less symmetric phases [197,198]. The order parameter is a 

physical observable parameter which is correlated to first derivative of the 

Gibbs free energy (G). Hence, the behavior of order parameter may changes 

gradually or abruptly at the phase transition point. Thus it is quite significant to 

classify the possible types of phase transitions which are somewhat more 

complicated. 

According to P. Ehrenfest, the first-order phase transition of the system 

possesses a discontinuity in the first order derivative of Gibb’s free energy (G) 
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(G(T, p) = U − TS + PV, U is energy, T is temperature, S is entropy, P is 

pressure and V is volume) with respect to some thermodynamic variable, while 

in case of the second order transition the first order derivative of Gibb’s free 

energy is continuous but second order derivative is discontinuous [199,200]. 

Mathematically, - , and are discontinuous at first order 

transition, but -  and - ,  are discontinuous 

at second order transition. Hence, it is possible to obtain phase transitions 

above the second order in accordance with Ehrenfest classification. Moreover, 

the modern classification suggesting only two types of transition, the first order 

and the second order, associated with latent heat of the system [201]. The 

discontinuous transition or first-order phase transition involves a latent heat of 

the system, while continuous or second order transition does not involve any 

latent heat. The thermodynamic function G is correlated with order parameter 

in different systems. In this context, degree of molecular ordering, which is the 

order parameter of liquid crystal system changes continuously or abruptly at 

the transition points. However, most of the phase transitions in liquid crystal 

belong to either weakly first order or second order depending on the small 

enthalpy change (ΔH) and ΔV/V. Hence, in accordance with the change in 

order parameter value, it is more interesting to take an insight into the critical 

anomaly at the transition point for different phase transitions in liquid crystal 

system. 

1.5. Critical exponents 

The asymptotic critical behavior (degree of singularity or diverging 

behavior) of any physical quantity for thermodynamical systems in the vicinity 

of the transition point can be classified into universality classes characterized 

by some critical indices or critical exponents like α, β, γ, ν etc. [202-204]. They 

exhibit either branch point singularity or diverging singularity. The order 

parameter of any thermodynamical system approaches to zero at the critical 
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point and represents a branch point singularity. However, the physical 

quantities generally have power-law divergence as a function of the difference 

between the control parameter (say temperature, T) and their critical values 

(Tc). For example, the magnetization density (m) as referred to as the order 

parameter of a magnetic system and can be expressed by, m = M/V (M = total 

magnetization, V = volume). The value of m is zero for paramagnet while it 

assumes a non-zero value for ferromagnetic sample without any external filed, 

i.e., m  0 at T > Tc and m  τ
β
 at T < Tc, where τ = (T- Tc)/ Tc, is called the

reduced temperature. Hence the singular behavior or non-analyticity of 

magnetization order parameter is characterized by the critical exponent β. 

Similarly, for liquid-gas phase transition, the isothermal susceptibility 

(divergence of compressibility) is governed by similar critical exponent γ and 

expressed as, χ   τ
-γ

 where  denotes both sides of phase transition point and 

in most of the cases γ
+
 and γ

-
 are equal. Moreover, the singularity for the 

thermal response function as heat capacity is governed by critical exponent α 

and can be expressed as, C   τ
α

 where α
+
 = α

-
. Furthermore, the correlation 

length (characteristic distance over a local fluctuation in one part of the system 

affected by other) expressed as ξ, diverges as ξ τ  at the critical 

temperature and also again in this case 
+
 = 

-
. The experimental evidences 

reveal that these sets of critical exponents are independent of materials whether 

it is dependent on the range of interaction (it may be long-range or short-

range), spatial dimensionality, spin dimensionality, symmetry of the ordered 

state, and the number of components of the order parameter [205]. Thus in 

general they are found to belong in the same universal class in nature because 

several system exhibits the same critical behavior [201,202]. Moreover, such 

exponents are also correlated to each other by some inequalities such as 

Rushbrooke inequality α +2β + γ ≥ 2, the Griffiths inequality γ ≥ β (δ − 1), the 

Fisher inequality (2 − η) ν ≥ γ, the Josephson inequality dν ≥ 2 − α, etc. [206-

209], where δ and η relates the order parameter to the source field and the size 
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of correlations respectively at the critical temperature. Study of the critical 

phenomena in liquid crystal systems has become a fundamental importance in 

soft condensed matter physics. In order to deal with the critical fluctuations of 

physical parameters at critical region, the theory of renormalization group has 

been introduced, which also becomes a plausible calculation tool to deal with 

the critical phenomena of the universal quantities. Therefore, by using 

renormalization group theory it is possible to investigate critical phenomena in 

detail for different mesophase transitions of liquid crystal systems. 
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